Le Chalet Zannier: as pure and authentic as the mountains
The mountains don’t lie. They are as they are: majestic. Both discrete and impressive, they give
rise to dreams and invite you to adventure. The Zannier Hotels’ adventure began in the middle
of a field of white, high up in Megève. In 2011, Arnaud Zannier discovered a superb chalet for
sale and did not hesitate one second. For four months of the year, “Le Chalet” is now renowned
for its irresistible charm, its pure luxury, its bounty, all provided by the management of this 5star hotel, and all of which makes you feel at home in these exceptional surroundings. It is an
invitation to let go and escape. A true gentle, mountainous cocoon that has, for three
consecutive years, won the prize of the best ski boutique hotel in France!

A universe of luxury and simplicity
Lying in the heart of the
prestigious ski resort of
Megève, this 5-star boutique
hotel has a particular charm
with a traditional alpine
architecture. The interior
design is based on a
minimalist philosophy with
touches of simplicity, the
imperfection of antique
objects and the nobility lent
them by the passage of time.
Natural materials are given
their due value. Traditional
oak floors, old wood fittings and sanded wood furniture polished with lime resin offer a pure
framework into which made-to-measure sofas and curtains, natural cottons and washed linen
effortlessly meld. The outcome is completed by solid and functional furniture, sourced
throughout Europe and chosen for their pure simplicity.
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The hotel houses twelve sumptuous rooms
and suites that comply with the highest
requirements of beauty and good taste. The
suites are spacious and all enjoy a balcony or
a terrace, offering breath-taking views over
the village and the mountains. They are
fitted with a king-size bed, a living area, an
office area and an open fire. Le Chalet also
has four junior suites, two prestige rooms
and two deluxe rooms. A team of some 40
staff work in the background to ensure that
each stay at Le Chalet Zannier becomes an
unforgettable souvenir.

Exceptional service
From breakfast through to the ‘patisserie’ buffet at 4pm, from ski lessons to the reservation of
other sports or mountain activities, the concierge and its team are there to ensure that all their
guests, right down to the youngest of them, feel at home in this magical environment.
After a day skiing or walking, it is a wonderful luxury to return to
Le Chalet Zannier with its wellbeing area, offering many different
relaxation possibilities: indoor swimming pool, hammam and
sauna. It is truly a space dedicated to calm and serenity. Guests
can also reserve one of the various beauty treatments offered
by the highly qualified staff, under the kind, vigilant and
professional eye of the Spa Manager.
In the evening, the bistro chic atmosphere of La Ferme
de mon Père offers guests exceptional moments of
conviviality and gastronomic pleasure. The chef
displays his knowledge and impressive skills to satisfy
guests while remaining true to the values of Le Chalet
Zannier. Supper is a true culinary voyage of discovery
composed of the best products France can offer. The
menu from La Ferme de mon Père is definitely an
Alpine ode to nature.
Not far, the wine bar1 offers another sort of culinary experience in its relaxing atmosphere
made of comfortable sofas or bar seating area. The selection of tapas that is offered, as well as
the wine menu, will ensure that guests can enjoy an authentic and unforgettable moment in
the heart of the mountains.
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The restaurant and wine bar of La Ferme de mon Père are also open to non residents
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Le Chalet in brief
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOCATION: five minutes’ walk from the centre of Megève and two minutes’
drive from the ski domains of Mont d’Arbois and Jaillet
ADRESS: route du Crêt 367 74120 Megève, France
CAPACITY: 12 rooms and suites ranging from 30 to 120 sqm
RESTAURANT: La Ferme de mon Père
SPA: 1 interior swimming pool, a relaxation area, 2 beauty treatment rooms,
1 hammam & 1 sauna
INTERIOR DESIGN: contemporary alpine style, refined, polished and homely
PRICES: from €550 depending on room/suite choice
WEB: www.lechaletzannier.com
PHOTOS : https://bit.ly/2tRj08Z

To get more information or to organise an interview, please contact Quentin GUIRAUD, Public
Relations & Communications Manager: qguiraud@zannier.com / +32 472 05 57 19.
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